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ABSTRACT 

This work proposes a tool for the automatic creation of Iowa annual crash facts reports by 

clicking programmed buttons in two separate user interfaces designed in Excel. A dedicated 

Visual Basic code has been developed; to perform data retrieval from crash databases in Access, 

to update crash data visualizations in Excel, and to export the visualizations to a Portable 

Document Format (PDF) report. 

Keywords: Iowa Crash Facts Report, Visual Basic for Application, User Interface, Excel Pivot 

Table, Access Database 
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INTRODUCTION 

More than 38,000 people die each year in motor vehicle crashes on U.S. roadways.1 The 

number of fatalities in Iowa is much smaller. From 2003 to 2020, an average of 374 deaths per 

year happened in Iowa.2 That being said, the governor of Iowa thinks that one fatality is too 

many. “The ultimate goal is zero”.3 Zero fatalities is the traffic safety goal in Iowa. This program 

was initiated by both the Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) and Public Safety and 

Public Health. The purpose of this program is to bring attention to the behaviors of drivers 

contributing to fatalities in Iowa roadways.4 

The annual crash facts report is one of the most important projects under the Zero 

Fatalities vision. It summarizes motor vehicle crashes and driver statistics on Iowa roadways, 

which is reported and published annually.5 It seeks to help reduce the number of crashes, 

fatalities, and injuries. This is accomplished through collecting and studying related data on how 

the crashes occurred.6 

Crash Facts Report Generator (CFRG) is the first tool to automate the creation of the 

Iowa Crash Facts Report. It allows data specialists to create and update the annual crash fact 

report effortlessly. The creation of CFRG aims to eliminate repetitive work and save report 

creation time. Before, all the annual crash facts reports were created manually. Each year, the 

data specialist would need to study all fifty-seven different attributes, create every single related 

 
1 “Road Safety Facts,” Association for Safe International Road Travel (blog), accessed June 7, 2021, 

https://www.asirt.org/safe-travel/road-safety-facts/. 
2 “Iowa Vehicle Crash Fatalities Statistics | Iowa Zero Fatalities,” accessed June 7, 2021, 

https://zerofatalitiesiowa.com/statistics.aspx. 
3 “Iowa Traffic Fatality Reduction Task Force | Iowa Zero Fatalities,” accessed June 7, 2021, 

https://zerofatalitiesiowa.com/taskforce.aspx. 
4 “Zero Fatalities,” accessed June 7, 2021, https://www.kcci.com/article/zero-fatalities-1/6895497. 
5 2016 Crash Facts (Iowa DOT, 2021), 1, https://iowadot.gov/mvd/stats/2016CrashFacts.pdf. 
6 Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide (Iowa Department of Transportation, 2015), iv, 

https://iowadot.gov/mvd/driverslicense/InvestigatingOfficersCrashReportingGuide.pdf. 
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query in the Access database (which stores the crash data), manually link the queries with the 

pivot tables in Excel, manually export them as the Portable Document Format (PDF), and 

combine all the PDFs together. CFRG is able to replicate the standardized queries in the latest 

Access database, link the queries with the pivot tables in Excel sheets, update and organize all 

the necessary crash tables, and export them into a single PDF file. This tool saves enormous 

learning time and creation time. Any person can follow the instructions shown in the user 

interface of the Excel sheet and click the programmed buttons on the Excel sheet to generate the 

Iowa crash facts report of more than two hundred pages, within five minutes. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Data Source and Collection 

Data collection for each crash. Each law enforcement agency and officer is trained to fill 

out the Investigating officer's report of motor vehicle accident form electronically or on paper. 

The officer uses the Investing Officers Crash Reporting Guide consisting of 148 pages. Every 

reported crash data should be properly investigated by the officer to obtain factual information.7 

The Iowa Crash Report Form that a police officer is given consists of a four-page blank form 

with a four-page code sheet, which is to instruct an officer to fill out the form correctly. The full 

name of the code sheet is Investigating Officer’s Report of Motor Vehicle Accident Code Sheet. 

Iowa DOT improved and updated the code sheet in 2015.8 Before the end of December 2014, the 

law enforcement agencies used a two-page code sheet.9 Since the start of January 2015, they 

have been using a four-page code sheet.10 Once the digital form is sent to Traffic and Criminal 

Software (TraCS), ‘Step A’ is finished for a single accident case as shown in figure 1 below.11  

TraCS collects data from law enforcement at the scene of a motor vehicle collision and sends 

that data electronically to the Iowa DOT. 95% of the crash data is collected from local and state 

law enforcement agencies.12 The remaining five percent of the crash data is normally reported to 

Iowa DOT by individuals that were involved in an accident without the investigation of any law 

enforcement agency. 13 

 
7 Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide, iv. 
8 “Official Iowa DOT: Accident Reports,” accessed June 7, 2021, https://iowadot.gov/mvd/driverslicense/accidents. 
9 Investigating Officer's Report of Motor Vehicle Accident Code Sheet (Iowa Department of Transportation, 2001), 

1-2, https://iowadot.gov/mvd/driverslicense/CodesSheet.pdf. 
10 Investigating Officer's Report of Motor Vehicle Accident Code Sheet (Iowa Department of Transportation, 2018), 

1-4, https://iowadot.gov/forms/433014.pdf 
11 Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide, v. 
12 “TraCS - Iowa Department of Transportation,” accessed June 8, 2021, https://iowadot.gov/tracs. 
13 “Official Iowa DOT: Accident Reports.” 
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Figure 1. Motor vehicle crash data cycle in Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide, V. 
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Annual Crash Data. On April 15 each year, the Iowa DOT starts to finalize the annual 

crash data from the previous year. TraCS is used to transform the annual crash data into an 

Access database. The data fed to this program is updated annually, but it also can be daily with 

real time snapshots. The Iowa DOT updates and saves a copy of the crash data from TraCS 

weekly. The Iowa DOT names the copy as a snapshot. If there are any updates for the last week’s 

crash data, they will be updated in the copy of the current week. The updates can be applied for 

only one case or an attribute. A ‘pending’ status can be withheld on a damage level attribute in a 

case. A person involved in an accident can be classified as a ‘fatality’ after being classified as a 

‘major injury’ for 4 months. Also, the updates can be applied to fix a software error, such as the 

options of an attribute being incorrectly displayed. 

Before exporting the annual crash data in TraCS, the Iowa DOT makes sure to exclude all 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) according to OMB M-10-23 which is the Guidance for 

Agency Use of Third-Party Website and Applications.14 Any PII that the Iowa DOT receives 

through either their websites or mobile applications will not be shared outside of the 

organization.15 Once the snapshot of the Access database for the annual crash data is ready, ‘Step 

B’ is done, and the data specialist can now convert the crash data into the crash report. 

Importance of Data 

The crash report itself and the crash data are analyzed in various areas by a variety of 

parties, including commercial companies, government agencies, and researchers. The crash facts 

 
14 “Rules and Policies - Protecting PII - Privacy Act,” accessed June 9, 2021, https://www.gsa.gov/reference/gsa-

privacy-program/rules-and-policies-protecting-pii-privacy-act. 
15 “Privacy Policy - Iowa DOT,” accessed June 9, 2021, https://iowadot.gov/policies_and_statements/Privacy-

Policy. 
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report gives the answers to the questions like; which are the top factors that contribute to the 

most crashes this year, and did the policy implemented last year work.  

The earliest crash fact report reported in Iowa was in 1991.16 The report has evolved during the 

following two decades depending on different research needs. Each crash report may be 

reviewed not only by lawyers, judges, and insurance companies, but also other local, state, and 

federal organizations. Such as, but not limited to; drunk driving programs, seat belt programs, 

safety legislation, traffic safety improvements, safer vehicles, safety education, and cost impact 

studies.17 

The Office of Driver Services in the Iowa DOT utilizes the crash data to update driver 

records, identify unlawful drivers, and issue tickets according to the financial responsibility law 

in Iowa. Law enforcement agencies assign patrols to the roads where enormous speeding-related 

or alcohol-related crashes happen. Federal safety agencies develop safety initiatives, implement 

safety programs, file vehicle recalls, and contribute to making and changing laws. By comparing 

the specific attributes from different years, the federal agencies can tell if the law or the policy is 

adequate. The traffic and civil engineers of city, county, and state redesign and upgrade roads 

and intersections by analyzing proper crash data. Researchers study the crash data to analyze the 

driving behaviors by different age groups of the driving population. This analysis is used to 

design motor vehicles with better safety features.18 

 

 

 
16 Iowa. Motor Vehicle Division. Office of Driver Services. Iowa Accident Fact Book (1991). 
17 Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide, v. 
18 Investigating Officer's Crash Reporting Guide, iv. 
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Use of Excel VBA 

Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language used in this tool. The 

input data format in this program is Access. Ninety-nine percent of the content in each report is 

created in the Excel file. The final deliverable is provided as a PDF file. VBA is the 

programming language used in Microsoft Excel and all the other Microsoft Office programs, like 

Word and Access.19 VBA is also compatible with PDF.20 

The Iowa Annual Crash Facts Reports have been standardized by the Institute for 

Transportation at Iowa State University (InTrans) since 2013. Daniel Tidyman created a word 

file named “Crash Facts Methodology,” to guide the data specialist in the process of manually 

creating the Crash Facts PDF documents including; creating queries and tables in the Access 

databases, linking them with the pivot tables in Excel files, and creating the crash table with the 

pivot tables.21 There is no complicated calculation needed for creating the report, excluding the 

need for complex languages like Python or R. The coding function can be simply turned on in 

any Excel file. This is because Visual Basic is embedded in the Excel software. The user 

interface can be designed in Excel, with visible changes when the code of any button is executed. 

The user can easily tell how far along the progress is. It is much easier than incorporating other 

languages and applications to replicate the previous data visualizations. Therefore, using Visual 

Basic was the best choice in this project. 

 

 
19 “Excel VBA - What Is VBA in Excel? Definition and Overview,” Corporate Finance Institute, accessed June 9, 

2021, https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/excel/study/excel-vba/. 
20 “Save Excel as PDF with VBA - Excel Off The Grid,” accessed June 9, 2021, https://exceloffthegrid.com/vba-

code-save-excel-file-as-pdf/. 
21 Daniel Tidyman, “Crash Facts Methodology.” (Instruction Manual, private collection of InTrans, 2018), 4 
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METHODOLOGY 

The main source material used in the creation of the Crash Facts Report Generator 

(CFRG) was the “Crash Facts Methodology.”  This document was out-of-date and in need of 

improvement. The adaptation for the CFRG began with defining errors or lack of specification. 

After the issues were identified I began forming a new method. The final step was a comparison 

between the old method defined in the “Crash Facts Methodology” and the new method used in 

the CFRG. The whole project was supervised by Dr. Naraghi Hossein, a research engineer in 

InTrans. 

Inaccuracy and Faults within previous documents/ methodology 

Data and Queries in Access. The annual Crash Data is exported from TraCS in Access. 

The data can be merged into one-year or five-year periods (figure 2). The Iowa DOT can also 

merge a five-year period of crash data together when a five-year period or two five-year periods 

of crash data are ready. The data format of the annual crash data is always in an Access 

Database.  

 

Figure 2. Access Databases provided by Iowa DOT. 

Each Access Database has fourteen tables originally (figure 3). CRASH_LEVEL, 

PERSON_LEVEL, and VEHICLE_LEVEL are the three main tables used in this project, 

highlighted in figure 3 below. Before the end of 2014, CRASH_LEVEL had eighty-seven 

attributes, PERSON_LEVEL had twenty-five attributes, and VEHICLE_LEVEL had fifty-five 
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attributes. Since the start of 2015, CRASH_LEVEL has seventy-seven attributes, 

PERSON_LEVEL has twenty-eight attributes, and VEHICLE_LEVEL has seventy-one 

attributes.  

 

Figure 3. All Access Objects in an original crash data Access Database. 

The differences in the number of attributes in these three tables is caused by the code 

sheet change in 2015. The number of queries that are needed to be created in Access does not 

change. However, the criteria to create the queries is changed. The new code sheet added more 

options under certain attributes. For example, VCONFIG which is the column name for a vehicle 

configuration. The old code sheet only has twenty-four options (figure 4), compared to thirty-

eight options in the new code sheet (figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Vehicle Configuration in the old code sheet (Investigating Officer's Report of Motor 

Vehicle Accident Code Sheet, 2001), 1. 

  

Figure 5. Vehicle Configuration in the new code sheet (Investigating Officer's Report of Motor 

Vehicle Accident Code Sheet, 2018), 1. 
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The detailed steps to create each query are explained in the “Crash Facts Methodology.” 

Queries created in Access are used to pull data into pivot tables in Excel. The “Crash Facts 

Methodology” defines a query as “a basic collection of information pulled from a database that 

matches certain conditions such as size, year, or certain values”.22 For example, the “Use 

Motorcycle” query is used to create the query displayed in figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Motorcycle Query instruction (Crash Facts Methodology), 16. 

As shown in figure 6, instruction in the “Crash Facts Methodology” was not complete. 

The red font is my contribution after my research of all previous Motorcycle Queries and two 

versions of the state mandated code sheet. The correct query was built to pull the correct crash 

data, this is shown in figures 7 and figure 8. 

 
22 Daniel Tidyman, “Crash Facts Methodology.”, 5. 
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Figure 7. Design view of Motorcycle Query in Access for 2016 Crash Data. 

 

Figure 8. Table view of Motorcycle Query in Access for 2016 Crash Data. 

Due to the inconsistency and inaccuracy that exists in the “Crash Facts Methodology”, I 

reviewed and corrected all the queries in the Access databases. I corrected the queries that used 

the wrong criteria, the queries that linked with the wrong table, and the queries that selected the 

wrong attributes. The reviewed and corrected databases include “IowaCrash2010to2014” and 

“IowaCrash2016” in figure 2. The reason for using these two specific databases is to ensure the 

validity of the queries of the old and new coding systems. For example, all the queries created in 

“IowaCrash2010to2014” can be copied and pasted into any Access database dated before the end 

of 2014. As well as “IowaCrash2016” queries being copied and pasted into the Access database 

since the start of 2015. The action of copy and paste can be performed via VBA. 
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Pivot Tables and Crash Tables in Excel. After organizing the queries in both Access 

Databases, pivot tables and crash tables can be created inside Excel files. The instructions for 

creating pivot tables and crash tables are available in the “Crash Facts Methodology.” Using 

Motorcycle Crash Severity as an example, a step-by-step instruction is shown in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. The instructions to create a Motorcycle pivot table and crash table in Excel (Crash 

Facts Methodology), 16. 

The instructions for creating crash tables are not clear, as seen in figure 9. To correct for 

this, I created templates for the creation of the pivot tables and crash tables in Excel for both 

2014 and 2016. These templates pull data from the correct coding system. The templates that 

corrected the errors include; pivot tables connected to the wrong query, pivot tables that used the 

wrong attribute to populate rows or columns, and crash tables that populate the crash data from 

the wrong year. 
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Improvements 

After analyzing the “Crash Fact Methodology,” I understood how to create each crash 

table, how to export Excel files into PDFs, and how to combine all the PDFs together. I was also 

aware of what materials were used to create the old Iowa Crash Report. That being the multitude 

of excel files and PDF documents. The resulting discoveries can be implemented to increase the 

speed of creating the Crash Facts Report in CFRG. 

During the Excel templates creation, I discovered why the size of the previous Excel files 

are gigantic (table 1).  

Table 1. Crash Report Layout differences between the “Crash Facts Methodology” and the 

method used

 

First, the Excel files created when following the previous instructions list all the pivot 

tables from 2004 up-to the latest available year (figure 10). 
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Figure 10. A screenshot of the Motorcycle table and pivot tables created by the old method. 

Second, all the source data is saved with the Excel file (figure 11). “Save source data with 

file” is checked for every single pivot table created before. 
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Figure 11. The Data tab under PivotTable Options in the old method. 

As an example of cutting out the unneeded data, I used the existing Excel file called 

“Crashes with Motorcycles” in figure 10, to replicate the motorcycle crash table for 2016. That 

table is seen in figure 12. I removed all the pivot tables that are not for the year 2016. The only 

pivot table left is set to not save the source data. The Excel function has been reduced to only 

include the function for 2016. This process is repeated to cut out the unneeded data for each 

crash table that needs to be presented in the report. 
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Figure 12. Motorcycle Crash Table and Pivot Table in 2016 

Another one of my discoveries was that all the tables could be grouped into two Excel 

files. This made it easier to write the VBA program. I regrouped the Excel files and PDF files 

created, as shown in table 1. The program only creates two Excel files and two PDFs each year 

(table 1). According to the “Crash Facts Methodology,” the data specialist needs to create twelve 

Excels and twelve PDFs each year. My method creates fewer Excel files and PDF files, both of 

which are a much smaller size. The rearrangement of Excel and PDF files decreased the number 

of templates needed from thirteen to two. 
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Components of the report: Comparison between old method and the new method 

I have broken down the report into three components that follow a logical pattern. The 

logical pattern provides a friendlier environment for the VBA coding. The three parts are the 

cover pages, fatalities and crash trend, and the detailed crash tables for each year. The 

differences between the old method and the new methods are performed in each part. 

Table 2. Crash Report Generation differences between the “Crash Facts Methodology” and the 

method I used.

 

Cover Pages. The cover of the entire report (figure 13) and a table of content (figure 14) 

are included in this section. The crash scene photo in figure 13 is different each year. It is 

selected and updated by the Iowa DOT. There is no content in this section that is related to the 

crash data Access Database, except for the year information. The year information and page 

numbers on both pages can be manually updated after all the PDFs are exported. There is no 

need to create two separate files as listed in table 2. I combined the Table of Contents and Title 

Page for Crash Facts into a single PDF called Cover. 
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      Figure 13. Cover or first page                                        Figure 14. Table of contents 

           (2016 Crash Facts).                                                       (2016 Crash Facts). 

Fatalities and Crash Trend. This section includes a “fatalities by county” table, a cover 

page of Crash Trend, and ten crash trend tables. Fatalities and Crash Trend tables describe the 

fatalities trend and crash trends in the past ten years. An example can be viewed in figure 15. The 

table titles for these ten crash trend tables as ordered in the report are; Crash History, Crashes 

Involving Non-Motorist, Crashes Involving Drugs or Alcohol, Crashes by Number of Vehicles - 

Single Vehicle, Crashes by Number of Vehicles - Multiple Vehicles, Crashes Involving 

Motorcycles, Crashes Involving Heavy Trucks - Single Unit Truck, Crashes Involving Heavy 
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Trucks - Other Heavy Truck, Crashes Involving Buses - School Bus, Crashes Involving Buses - 

Other Bus, Crashes Involving trains.23 

The cover page of Crash Trend does not change in the crash facts report from year to 

year. However, the other eleven tables in this section need to remove the oldest years’ data and 

add the newest years’ data when creating the crash facts report for the newest year (figure 15). 

This is the general process or rule to create a new Crash Facts Report. The 2016 Crash Facts 

Report contains all the crash tables from 2007 to 2016. The 2017 Crash Facts Report contains the 

past 9 years of crash tables from 2008 to 2016 and the new tables from the 2017 crash data. 

            

Figure 15. General process of creating a Crash Facts Report. 

All eleven tables in this section need to be updated with ten years of crash data. Using the 

Crash History table as an example, shown in figure 16 below. When creating the 2016 Crash 

Facts Report, the Crash History table should present crash data from 2007 to 2016. When 

 
23 2016 Crash Facts, 5-12. 

2016 

Report 

2017 

Report 
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creating the 2017 Crash Facts Report, the table should present the data from 2008 to 2017. It is 

the same as the rest of the fatalities, and crash trend tables. 

 

Figure 16. Crash History table (2016 Crash Facts), 5. 

As displayed in Table 2, the old method combined all 10 crash trend tables into a Crash 

Trend PDF file and a fatalities table into a Fatalities by Country PDF. Instead of creating two 

separate Excel or PDF files, all the eleven crash tables in this section can be combined into a 

single Excel or PDF file. 

Crash Detail. This section incorporates a cover for each year and twenty-one detailed 

crash tables for each year. The table titles and table content are the same for each year. The 

names of the crash detail tables as ordered in the report are; Crashes by County, Crashes by 

Month, Crashes by Day of week, Crashes by Time of Day, Drivers by Age, Injuries by Age, 

Non-Motorist Type, Injuries of Non-Motorists, Crashes Involving Drugs or Alcohol, Drivers by 

Age (Alcohol-related), Drivers by Gender (Alcohol-related), Drivers by Age (Drug-related), 

Drivers by Gender (Drug-related), Occupant’s Injuries, Crashes by Number of Vehicles, Crashes 

Involving a Motorcycle, Motorcyclist Injuries, Crashes involving Heavy Trucks, Number of 

Trucks involved in Crashes, Crashes Involving Buses, Number of Buses Involved in Crashes, 
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and Crashes Involving Trains.24 All these twenty-one detailed crash tables are presented for only 

one year. In total, this section has 210 tables for all ten years.  

The general rule of creating a crash facts report is applied here as well (figure 15). When 

creating the 2016 Crash Facts Report, the crash data from 2007 to 2016 are presented in the 

Crash Detail section. When creating the 2017 Crash Facts Report, the crash detail tables in 2007 

are removed and the new crash detail tables in 2017 should be added. 

As shown in Table 2, the old method organized these twenty-one crash tables into eleven 

Excels and PDFs, as well as a single PDF cover page for each year. I combined all twelve files 

into a single file. All the table layouts, queries, and cover pages formats are the same for each 

year. The only thing that needs to be updated is the year information. 

Following this methodology, leads to these results and further analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24 2016 Crash Facts, 16-35 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Only two Excel files need to be created for replicating Crash Facts Report each year, 

CF_20XX_VBA and CrashFactsReport_VBA - 20XX. These Excel files are created to populate 

the crash tables for the Fatalities and Crash Trend and the Crash Detail section, respectively. The 

process of creating the user interface and the logic behind each button is explained in this 

section. The VBA code designed for each button can be found in Appendices. 

Crash Detail Template 

First, I created an Excel template for creating crash detail tables. I will use the 2017 crash 

data as an example. The Excel file contains a user interface, a cover sheet for that year, and 

twenty-one separate crash detail tables for that year. A screenshot of all the sheet tabs is attached 

below in figure 17.  

 

Figure 17. Sheet Tabs of the CF_2017_VBA Excel file. 

The VBA sheet contains a user interface called CrashFacts - 2017 Part - PDF Generation 

Tool (figure 18). This user interface is designed for guiding the user in creating a cover page, 

twenty-one separate crash detail tables, and a seventeen-page PDF. Each tab generates only a 

one-page PDF, with one or two tables.  
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Figure 18. User interface in Sheet VBA in CF_2017_VBA. 

The Sheet Cover shows the year of the crash data used in all crash detail tables (figure 19). 

 

Figure 19. Sheet Cover in CF_2017_VBA. 
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In total, sixteen sheets are used in the Excel file to populate all crash detail tables with 

2017 crash data. The sheets are numbered “11” to “26”. The layout of each table is the same as 

the motorcycle table in figure 10. Each crash table links with the correct pivot tables. Each pivot 

table connects with the correct query from 2017 crash Access Database. All the code written in 

this file can be applied to any year. This Excel template can be used to create all Crash Detail 

tables for any year. 

Any person can follow the instructions and click the four buttons in the VBA sheet to 

create a PDF file of any of the crash detail tables. All four buttons are labeled “Action 1” to 

“Action 4”. 

Action 1. The first action is to update the crash Access database used in this Excel file. 

When the user clicks the Action 1 button, the pop-up window shows up for choosing the new 

Access Source File for 2017 (figure 20). If no file is selected and the user clicks Open, the 

program exits without doing anything. It is only if a valid file is selected, that the file path of the 

selected file will be updated in Cell C6 and Cell C7, seen in figure 18. Cell C6 displays the file 

path of the file selected. Cell C7 displays the name of the file selected. Because the file path of 

the selected file can be too long, it is easier for the user to verify if the correct file has been 

selected. As opposed to finding the file name at the end of the file path in Cell C6.  

The user can change the year in Cell C4 to start creating crash detail tables for a new 

year. The year information on each page is set to be equal to Cell C4. CF_2017_VBA can be 

copied and pasted to create CF_2018_VBA file. All that would need to be done is to change Cell 

C4 from 2017 to 2018 and follow the actions from Action 1 to Action 4. The VBA code written 

for Action 1 is attached in Appendix A Code A1.  
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Figure 20. Action 1 Pop-up Window. 

Action 2. The second action is to copy all the queries created in the old Access database 

file and paste them into the current Access Database file. The Access Database must be a new 

database that is freshly exported from TraCS without any queries created. If any of the old or 

new Access file paths are blank, an error message will show and the program will stop (figure 

21). 

The essential logic used in this program is the for loop. The program scans all the queries 

created in the old Access file then copies and pastes them into the new Access file. The VBA 

code of Action 2 is attached in Appendix A Code A2. 

 
Figure 21. Action 2 error message 
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Action 3. The third action is to update all the connection queries of pivot tables. This can 

be done by using the queries created in Action 2 of the new or current Access Database File. 

When the process is done a message of “Done!” will be displayed (figure 22). The whole process 

takes about 40 seconds to update all 42 pivot tables. All the crash detail tables in each sheet are 

updated automatically because of the automated Excel function written for each cell in the crash 

table. This is the action that takes the longest time to run. I implemented code to increase the 

efficiency of this action. The efficiency code runs while the action runs and turns off screen 

updating, the display status bar, the event display, and page break display. 

The for loop is used in this action as well. The code loops through all the pivot tables in 

the Excel file to update the connection file. There are different error messages that can pop up 

during the coding process to alert the specialist. I added an error message display section to 

contain these messages. If any error occurs, the error message window displays the pivot table 

name, sheet name, and error description for each error (figure 23). I created a 10-page document 

explaining how to correct for the different error messages that can be encountered. As an 

example, the solution to solve the error message in figure 23 is to move the year attribute to the 

rows field out of the columns field in PivotTable12.25 The VBA code of Action 3 is attached in 

Appendix A Code A3. 

 

Figure 22. Action 3 complete message. 

 
25 Yue He, “Excel Tool Error and Solution.” (Instruction Manual, private collection of InTrans, 2021), 5 
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Figure 23. An error message example 

Action 4: The fourth Action is to export the content from the sheets Cover through 26 

into a single PDF file. The data specialist needs to select each sheet first before clicking the 

button. The year should be confirmed as correct and all the cells in the table should not be blank. 

Situations that can cause blank cells in a crash table include, but are not limited to; the year is not 

correct, a pivot table is not connected to the correct query, and/or an excel formula is incorrect. 

This check can help to guarantee that the information presented in each table is correct. 

Once the process is complete, a pop-up window shows the file name and the file path 

where this PDF is created (figure 24). The destination of the PDF is set to the same folder 

address as the CF_20XX_VBA Excel file. If there was already a pdf file called 2017.pdf, the 

new 2017.pdf file will replace the old 2017.pdf by clicking the Action 4 button. The VBA code 

of Action 4 is attached in Appendix A Code A4.  
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Figure 24. A message shows the location of a newly created PDF file. 

Sheet 16 is a special crash table in CF_2017_VBA Excel file. The VBA code of Action 4 

includes a function that hides the rows in sheet 16. This was added due to a new requirement 

issued by the Iowa DOT. They want the data of crashes for all twenty-one combinations of non-

motorist types involved in the same crash to be shown on the Crashes Involving Non-Motorist 

table. Before hiding the rows, the table looks like this (figure 25). 
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Figure 25. Crashes Involving Non-Motorist table in 2017 before hiding rows with zero value. 

Each zero value shown should be hidden and not present to the public. The code in 

Action 4 can detect and hide the rows containing all zero values. figure 26 shows the table after 

clicking the button of Action 4. The code that unhides all the rows in sheet 16 is placed before 

the code that hides the rows that contain zero values. The purpose of this order is to include all 

the rows that have actual data. 
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Figure 26. Crashes Involving Non-Motorist table in 2017 after clicking Action 4. 

Fatalities and Crash Trend Template 

After the Excel template to create Crash Detail tables is done, the PDF files of the last 10 

years of Crash Detail tables are available. All the PDF files needed for Crash Detail are ready. 

The next step is to create a template that generates the fatalities and crash trend tables and 

combines all the PDFs into a Crash Facts Report. 

That Excel template is named CrashFactsReport_VBA – 20XX. The Excel file contains a 

user interface, fatalities table, a cover sheet for crash trend tables, and eleven separate crash trend 

tables. A screenshot of all the sheet tabs is attached below in figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. Sheet tabs of CrashFactsReport_VBA – 20XX file 

The VBA sheet contains a user interface called CrashFacts Report - PDF Generation Tool 

(figure 28). This user interface is designed to guide the user in creating two PDFs. The PDFs are 

the Fatalities and Crash Trend and the Crash Facts Report. Each tab generates a single page PDF, 

with one or two tables. 
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Figure 28. User interface on Sheet VBA in CrashFactsReport_VBA – 20XX. 

The Sheet CT shows two words, Crash Trend (figure 29).  

 

Figure 29. Sheet CT in CrashFactsReport_VBA – 20XX. 
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In total, 9 sheets are included in this Excel file from Sheet 2 to Sheet 10. These sheets 

populate all crash trend tables with the crash data from 2008 to 2017. The layout of each table is 

the same as the crash history table in figure 15. Each crash table links with the correct pivot 

tables. Each pivot table connects with the correct query. All the code written in this file can be 

applied to any year. This Excel template can be used to create all crash trend tables for any year. 

Any person can follow the instructions to create an Iowa Crash Facts Report. The user interface 

in this template includes five actions with twenty-four buttons. 

Action 1: The first action is updating the file path of the current year’s database. The 

current year must match the year of the Crash Facts Report that the user wants to generate. The 

user can manually change the file path of the current year database or click “Current Yr File 

Change” to select the correct database. The pop-up window is the same as the window in figure 

19.  The code is similar to the Action 1 in CF_20XX file. If no file is selected and the user clicks 

Open, the program runs nothing and exits. When a valid file is selected, the file path of this 

selected file will be updated in Cell C5 in figure 28. Cell C5 displays the file path of the file just 

selected. 

The user can change the year in Cell C4 to start creating the Crash Facts Report for a new 

year. The year information on each page is set to be equal to Cell C4. The 

CrashFactsReport_VBA – 2017 file can be copied and pasted to create CrashFactsReport_VBA 

– 2018 file. This is done by changing Cell C4 from 2017 to 2018 and following the instructions 

from Action 1 to Action 6. The VBA code written for Action 1 is attached in Appendix B Code 

B1. 

Action 2: The second action is updating the file paths of the databases for the other 9 

years. When creating the 2017 Crash Facts Report, 2017 is the “current year” and 2008 to 2016 
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are the past 9 years. The logic and the code behind each file change button are the same as the 

“Current Yr File Change” button in Action 1. The VBA code written for Action 2 is attached in 

Appendix B Code B2. 

Action 3: The third action is updating the query connected to each pivot table in 

CrashFactsReport_VBA - 20XX. Since the query creation process is done in Action 2 of 

CF_20XX_VBA file, there is no query that needs to be created in CrashFactsReport_VBA - 

20XX. All of the necessary queries to create crash trend tables are in each Access Database. The 

VBA code written for Action 3 is attached in Appendix B Code B2. 

Not all the buttons in Action 2 and Action 3 are required. If the 2017 Crash Facts Report 

is already created and there is an update in 2016 Crash data, the user can simply click the button 

for 2016 Yr File Change in Action 2 and click the button for 2016 Yr Update in Action 3. This 

will update the 2016 crash data for all crash trend tables. 

When the CrashFactsReport_VBA - 20XX file is used to generate a Crash Facts Report 

for a new year, the user can click all nine buttons in Action 2 and the “Update All 10 years” 

button in Action 3. This will update all the tables in the Crash Trend section.  

The VBA code for updating each year is the same except for the year attribute name. The 

code checks the year information, due to the code sheet change in 2015. If the year is older than 

2016, the year field is named “YEAR_”. If the year is 2016 or newer, the year field is called 

“CRASH_YEAR”. 

The code “Range(“A1”).Copy Range(“A1”)” is added to the end of the third, sixth and 

ninth year code. This is to clear the operation memory and to keep the core processing.  
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After this action, all 10-year crash trend tables and pivot tables are updated. It takes about 

five minutes to update all two hundred and thirty pivot tables for all ten years. This is the action 

that takes the most time to run. The message of “Done!” shows up at the end (figure 21). 

Action 4. The fourth action is updating the year code in the crash table. The year code in 

pivot table is updated in Action 3, but may not update in the Excel function for each crash table. 

If the tool is used to create a Crash Facts Report for a new year, cells that are related to 2016 in 

all crash tables show zero values. The year code in the Excel function for the year before 2016 is 

“YEAR_” (figure 30) and for the year in 2016 and after is “CRASH_YEAR” (figure 31). When 

the tool is used to update a Crash Facts Report that is created before 2016, this action is not 

needed.  

 

Figure 30. Year code shows in Excel function before 2016. 
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Figure 31. Year code shows in Excel function in 2016 and after. 

The code in Action 4 finds the new rows or columns and replaces “YEAR_” with 

“CRASH_YEAR” in the Excel functions for the whole row or column in each sheet. The 

message of “Done!” shows up after this action is done (figure 21). The VBA code of Action 4 is 

attached in Appendix B Code B4.  

Action 5. The fifth action is converting the ten sheets, sheets 2 to 10 and the cover sheet, 

into Fatal&CrashTrend_20XX.pdf. This is similar to Action 4 in CF_20XX_VBA file. The user 

should manually check every table. Once the process is complete, a pop-up window shows the 

file name and the file path where this PDF is created (figure 32). The destination of the PDF is 

set to the same folder address as where the CF_20XX_VBA Excel file is located. If there is a pdf 

file called Fatal&CrashTrend_2017.pdf, the new 2017 file will replace the old 2017 file by 

clicking the Action 5. The VBA code of Action 5 is attached in Appendix B Code B5.  

Action 6. The sixth 6 is combining all the available PDF files into a Crash Facts Report. 

The PDF file in the Cover section, a PDF created by CrashFactsReport_VBA file, and ten PDFs 

created by CF_20XX_VBA file form the complete Crash Facts Report (figure 32). 
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Figure 32. The report generation process of Action 6 in CrashFactsReport_VBA – 2017. 

If any of the required PDF files are missing, the message of "Could not create PDF file" 

shows. The VBA code in this Action retrieves current time information and adds it to the name 

of the Crash Facts Report. The Crash Facts Report is created in the folder where 

CrashFactsReport_VBA - 2017 file is. 
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The Crash Facts Report Generator, that I have created, saves learning time, human error 

checking time, and report creation time. It allows the user to create a new Crash Facts Report or 

update the report for a specific year, effortlessly. The entire operation takes less than five 

minutes instead of a couple of weeks.  

Though, there are three drawbacks of this program. First, the cover page and table of 

contents in the Cover section is not automated. The user is required to manually update the year 

information and page information. A module could be added to update the year information, 

page information, and the header and footer. Second, if there is an update on the code sheet in 

the future, the user will need to learn the similarities and differences between the old and the new 

code sheet. A code validation module can be added in the future to detect the differences. Third, 

the current crash tables only display data in numbers. It can be hard for the audience to 

understand the message behind the tables. Line graphs, bar charts, and data cards could be added 

to present the crash data in a more visually appealing way. 

With the current design, three things can be improved. The first thing is the two templates 

could be merged into one template. The second thing is the ten year’s update code (Appendix B 

CodeB3), which could detect the year automatically and shorten the operating time. The last 

thing could be to merge the “Update Year Code” (Appendix B Code B4) to a for loop to shorten 

the code instead of repeating for each sheet. 

For the future design of the CFRG, I created a word document called “Excel Tool Change 

Instruction.” It contains instructions on how to change the file location, file name, sheet name, 
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content on the VBA sheet, and how to update a sheet.26 There is also an included standard format 

which I used to create the crash table. There are also two-button code reference tables. I also 

created an “Excel Tool Error and Solution” file. This file recorded all the errors I have 

encountered during the process of creating the CFRG, as well as my solutions to these problems. 

These two documents were created to guide the data specialist to improve this tool in the future 

if needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
26 Yue He, “Excel Tool Change Instruction.” Instruction Manual, private collection of InTrans, 2021 
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APPENDIXES 

APPENDIX A VBA Code used in CF_20XX_VBA 

Code A1. Action 1: Update 20XX Access Database 
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Code A2. Action 2: Copy All Queries 
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Code A3. Action 3: Update All Tables 
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Code A4. Action 4: Create 20XX.pdf 
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APPENDIX B VBA Code used in CrashFactsReport_VBA - 20XX 

Code B1. Action 1: Current Yr File Change 
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Code B2. Action 2: Update file paths for past 9 years 
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Code B3. Action 3: Update the pivot tables 
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Code B4. Action 4: Update Year Code 
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Code B5: Action 5: Create Fatal & Crash Trend PDF 

 

 


